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When treating firearms injuries, knowledge of the proper management is important 

because these injuries have high morbidity and mortality. However, due to strict gun 

safety regulations, surgeons in Asia often have limited experiences with gunshot wound 

management. Recently, the authors had the experience of removing a bullet that did 

not cause hemopneumothorax, but remained in the lung parenchyma. Due to the risk 

of complications that could occur if the bullet was not removed, surgical treatment was 

eventually performed to remove the bullet. A literature review was needed to determine 

whether this treatment was appropriate. We concluded that removing the bullet could 

prevent incidental complications. In this regard, the authors report a case along with a 

review of the relevant literature to suggest appropriate treatment directions for surgeons 

who do not have experience with gunshot wounds.
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INTRODUCTION

In the United States, where guns are freely available, chest penetration injuries, in-

cluding gunshot wounds (GSWs), are common enough to account for about 7% of 

all trauma, but these injuries are relatively rare in Asian countries where firearms are 

tightly regulated [1]. Thoracic GSWs have a high mortality rate from damage to ma-

jor organs, such as the heart or lungs, and should be treated promptly and carefully. 
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However, although there is evidence of long-term damage 

from chest wounds and bullets remaining in the rib cage, 

conservative treatment should be prioritized without 

bullet removal in stable patients. However, in rare cases, 

complications due to foreign body reactions have been 

reported, and disagreements over whether or not this 

treatment policy is appropriate can lead to a dilemma for 

the medical staff who need to determine the direction 

of treatment [2-5]. The authors report an experience of 

treating a patient with a metal pellet in the lung parenchy-

ma due to a recent shotgun injury, but without hemotho-

rax or pneumothorax, and review the literature regarding 

the appropriate treatment plan for such cases.

CASE REPORT 

An 80-year-old woman walked into the emergency room 

with a small amount of hemoptysis and mild dyspnea 

combined with sudden left axillary pain after being injured 

by a gunshot while working in the field. Her vital signs 

upon presentation were a blood pressure of 153/72 mmHg, 

a heart rate of 74 beats per minute, a respiratory rate of 

20 breaths per minute, and a body temperature of 37.2°C. 

Physical examination showed a 0.5-cm penetrating wound 

in the left axilla, but no active bleeding was observed. The 

left lung sounds were slightly diminished, but no reso-

nance or turbidity was observed (Fig. 1). On a chest X-ray, 

a radio-opaque foreign body was observed in the left lung 

field (Fig. 2), and chest computed tomography (CT) re-

vealed infiltration of the lung parenchyma in the direction 

of the aortic arch from the left side, and a foreign body 

suspected to be a bullet near the aortic arch was noted. 

No hemothorax or pneumothorax was observed (Fig. 3). 

Exploratory video-assisted thoracotomy was attempted, 

but extensive pleural adhesion was observed; therefore, 

the operation was converted to open thoracotomy due to 

an inability to enter through the pleural adhesion. The left 

upper lobe was dissected carefully using a sponge stick, 

a peanut sponge, and electrocautery, and the entrance 

wound was observed in the lateral aspect of the left upper 

lobe (Fig. 4). As the pellet was not palpated, the location 

was confirmed using a C-arm (Fig. 5), and the pellet was 

removed by direct incision into the parenchyma (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 1. An open window was observed in the left axilla, presumed to be 
the 0.5-cm inlet.

Fig. 2. A radio-opaque foreign body was observed in the left upper 
lung field.
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The injured lung was closed using a single running locked 

suture and a continuous over-and-over suture. The bul-

let entrance was observed without sealing because no air 

leakage was observed; only a hemorrhagic contusion was 

visible and no other damage was detected.

DISCUSSION

Injuries caused by GSWs are characterized by direct dam-

age from bullets and burns, and incidental explosive ef-

fects. Patients should receive prompt initial management 

and rapid evacuation to a trauma center. GSWs are clas-

sified into low-velocity GSWs, including most handguns 

with firing speeds of less than 350 m/s; intermediate-ve-

locity GSWs, including shotguns with firing speeds of 

350–500 m/s; and high-velocity GSWs from military and 

hunting rifles with firing speeds above 600 m/s. Usually, 

a faster bullet results in a higher risk of injury or wound 

contamination. However, the degree of damage decreases 

with the distance of launch, and local wounds are not 

always accompanied by an internal injury due to bone 

Fig. 4. Intraoperative findings on the left side. Entrance wounds were 
observed in the lateral aspect of the upper lung.

Fig. 5. Intraoperative C-arm imaging. DeBakey forceps were used to 
indicate the position of the foreign body in the upper lung field.

Fig. 6. Surgically removed intrapulmonary parenchymal shotgun pellet.

Fig. 3. (A) Infiltration running along the projectile path from the left 
chest wall to the interior. (B) A foreign body was observed near the aor-
tic arch.
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involvement or abdominal penetration [6]. High-velocity 

bullets cause excessive damage to the surrounding tissues 

and are characterized by larger exit holes than entry holes, 

while low-velocity bullets, such as in this case, mainly cre-

ate through-windows in tissues and have less destructive 

force than high-speed bullets. The inlet is relatively clear 

and there is often no outlet. These wounds also have the 

property of causing tissue damage due to large numbers 

of fragments with low-speed propagation paths [7,8]. In 

this case, neither hemothorax nor pneumothorax were 

present due to the severe adhesion of the pleura. 

A medical history and X-ray examination are essential 

for the diagnosis of foreign bodies. If the foreign body is 

metal, simple X-rays are most useful. CT can also be help-

ful for identifying the exact location and trajectory of the 

bullet. However, radial artifacts appearing around large 

metal objects often interfere with the adjacent structures 

on CT. In this case, we could easily identify the metallic 

foreign body on the chest X-ray at the first visit. X-ray 

fluoroscopy is also effective for removing foreign bodies 

stuck to the tissue during surgery. 

A shotgun wound can be treated with care, antibiotics, 

and tetanus vaccination. If the bullet remains in the lung 

parenchyma, conservative treatment may be performed 

rather than surgery for stable patients, but it is not yet an 

established treatment method. Delayed complications 

have been reported in rare cases when the bullet was not 

removed from the chest wound [1-5]. Conservative treat-

ment may not be adequate due to a risk of complications 

such as major vascular embolism, progression, and migra-

tion to blood vessels. In the early stages, it may be possible 

to remove the foreign body through a simple incision. 

However, because of the above-mentioned complications, 

pulmonary resection may be necessary.

The main component of a typical bullet is lead. Lead 

poisoning from gunshot wounds is unusual. but the com-

plications of lead poisoning are serious. There has long 

been controversy regarding recommendations regarding 

early thoracotomy in patients with gunshot injuries [9-11]. 

In the face of the possibility of embolization or migration 

of the bullet or pellets or infection or fibrosis arising from 

foreign material within the thoracic cavity, it is always 

better to explore the wound before complications occur 

[12].
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